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In criminal law of Civil Law System, exoneration is a specific terminology 
referring to the unlawful circumstances ineligible for crime. In criminal law of System 
of Anglo-American Law it corresponds to forgivable advocacy. There are no 
counterparts both in Chinese criminal law enactment and theory, which contributes 
most importantly to the unsmooth system of Freedom-from-guilt in criminology of 
China's criminal law. With an eye to achieve better its double goal of fighting against 
crimes and guaranteeing human rights, we are obliged to carry out in-depth research 
regarding exoneration in criminal law, thus laying theoretical foundation for the 
stipulation of exoneration cause in china's criminal law. The writer makes and analysis 
of the concept of exoneration, its notion foundation and different types of exoneration, 
in this thesis and finally he puts forward the suggestion of adoption system in Chinese 
criminal law. Besides the preface and conclusion, the thesis is divided into eight 
chapters. Chapter One aims at depicting exoneration in criminal law through the 
comparative analysis of some relevant or similar concepts such as exoneration and 
liability, culpability, cause of freedom from unlawfulness, cause of freedom from 
liability, punishable unlawfulness, exclusion from punishment. Chapter Two provides 
thinking resource for exoneration in criminal law by way of seeking notion foundation 
for exoneration in criminal law. The following five chapters are respective illustration 
of various concrete exoneration cause. In Chapter Eight, the writer presents the 
concrete plan on how to develop exoneration system in the criminal law of our 
country basing on the analysis of traditional Chinese criminology. 
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